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It’s the 20th Issue Since Our Relaunch! 

Dear Friends: 

I suppose it’s a birthday of sorts.  It is hard to believe that we have gone to press 20 TIMES since restarting 

the magazine.  I am delighted that so many of you are reading and enjoying it.  Know that we are committed to 

bringing you the best material we can: items of interest, thought-provoking material, lighter pieces as well as 

Big Ideas, a bit of art and culture, and above all… real SOUL FOOD.       

Since our last issue, I have suffered a personal loss.  In the past three months, the thrift shop I manage 

for my church had already lost our dear pastor emeritus Msgr. Michael Doyle (about whom I wrote in our last 

issue) as well as one of our faithful volunteers of many years, Marge O’Donnell.  Then between Christmas and 

New Year, we lost my right-hand woman of many years, Sarah Ross, who collapsed while alone in our shop of a 

massive brain bleed.  I was able to see her in hospital on life support before her heartbroken family decided to 

allow her to pass on 30th December.  Sarah and I worked shoulder to shoulder, Saturday after Saturday, talking 

and laughing in our tiny back room.  We were friends as well as colleagues.  We attended shows together… she 

minded my cat while I was in England two summers ago (after which I gave her a cat of her own)… I drove her 

home each Saturday and helped her carry in her parcels.  The shop is not, and never will be, the same without 

Sarah.   

Sarah was a woman of the inner city.  She raised four children as a single parent.  One of her sons had 

spent time in prison; another was murdered.  At her service, the formerly incarcerated son completely collapsed, 

inconsolable about the time he had lost and the pain he had caused her.  Fifteen of us from the shop were 

present and it was heartrending to witness.  The wonderful local preacher (who had known Sarah for 35 years) 

said a few words once the son had recovered sufficiently to take his seat with family and friends.  He spoke of 

Sarah in her beautiful garden… the garden of her children.  And he said, “If there are two things this 

neighbourhood knows, they are PAIN and GRACE.”  It seems to me that these are perhaps the most significant 

ingredients of life, to which I hope we may add LOVE in all its many forms.  As we stumble on at the shop without 

Sarah, I will continue to reflect on the preacher’s words.  And I would ask you all to please pray for her and her 

heartbroken community.  She suffered so much in life, I just know she is at peace. 

In this first issue of the New Year, we have a new “Castaway,” thanks to Brian Stabler (who also 

contributed the first of two pieces on the robin).  I am enjoying listening to your favourite musical selections!  

We continue our review of the Proposed Constitution for the Catholic Church.  We have a book review from 

Elizabeth Cartmell and, as always, we have SVdP news from Raymond Daley.  Pamela Boyes will be back next 

issue (coming very soon!  Yikes!).   

I hope 2023 has gotten off to a good start for you, that you are keeping well and that you enjoy our 20th 

issue.  Happy reading. 

Celeste 

      



This article is based upon the famous Radio 4 show, ‘Desert Island Discs’ created by the legendary Roy 
Plomley.  After being imaginarily shipwrecked, it shows how our chosen guest will keep themselves busy by 

remembering some of their favourite things.  Our Castaway this time is: Father Hugh. 
 

Favourite Music 1 - From four favourite pieces of music, what is your first choice? 

My first piece of music would have to be “Baby Love” by Diana Ross.  When I was at 
university, I was mocked for my love of Motown.  “Baby Love” was one of my favourite 
choices for the jukebox in pubs, much to the annoyance of my friends.  I don’t even think it is 
the best Motown, there are others that probably beat it, but I love it and always enjoy 
hearing it. 

 
Your Favourite Place to Visit: 

My favourite place to visit is Italy.  I don’t mind too much where I am.  I spent six years in 
Rome at seminary (my Italian is still dreadful) and each week we could travel out to the 
local towns around Rome and explore and have a meal.  The south of Italy (northern 
Italians would include Rome in this) is often a bit wild and fascinating, Sicily too.  Recently 
as a family we have been staying near Lake Trasimene, which is lovely. 
 

Music 2:  

I am not that knowledgeable about classical music, but love a lot of it.  Stravinsky’s 
“Rite of Spring” is one of my favourites, but for ‘easy listening’ and fun, the 
Papagena/Papageno Duet from “The Magic Flute” is something I could listen to over 
and over.  

 

Favourite Food: Your food on the island might be just fruit and nuts, so what other of your favourite foods 
would you prefer to have? 

When I was a child, it was tomato soup, followed by roast beef and Queen of Puddings for 

dessert, but now it is antipasto.  Just a plate of different things, with good bread and wine and 

sat outside under the trees with a great view. 

Music 3: 

This goes back a little way, but I think “7 Seconds” by Youssou N’dour 

and Neneh Cherry is definitely a song I would like to have with me.  He is one of the 

best African singers I know of.  He is from Senegal, but I also enjoy some of the Rai 

music from Algeria by such as Cheb Khaled. 

 

Your ‘Man’ or ‘Woman Friday’: Someone, alive or dead, who you would love to meet and spend 
a little time with 

This is a tough one, but it would have to be someone brave, as I am sure I am not.  So I would 
choose Dorothy Day, who was an American journalist who became a Catholic and was a leading 
radical Catholic and founded The Catholic Worker.  I think I might find her more than a little 
intimidating, but the time spent with her would reinforce my faith and remind me what it is to be 
radicalized by your faith in a very positive way.  



Your Favourite Book: Apart from the Bible 

Well, I have so many (which is a definite fault) that it is hard to say.  But I have just read three books by Amor 

Towles which I loved and would choose the last one I read, Rules of Civility.  He takes you right into the times 

he is writing about, and you can picture each scene he opens up for you so clearly.  Each character makes you 

reflect on your own life in comparison, I found. 

Music 4 - Your Favourite Hymn: 

This is a problem for me, as I really don’t like singing hymns too much (though I know they are a 
necessary part of the liturgy), and Songs of Praise is one of my least favourite programmes, 
though I know many love it and it brings a lot of joy.  So the one I love to sing is “Sing it in the 
Valleys,’ which I am sure is not the best musically, nor has the deepest theology, but there it is, 

Finally, One Special Item: If you could save just one special thing from the wreck, or one thing from your 
imagination to help you while away the time, what would it be?  

This would have to be three: paper, ink and a fountain pen.  I love writing, even though my 
handwriting is atrocious, and I write while I am praying, though mostly just about the day 
and nothing too deep, though I have my moments. 

 

****************************************************************************************** 

                 The Robin has long been a favourite bird of many in Britain and has often been referred to as ‘Robin 

Redbreast’.  Though familiar throughout the year, the first sighting of it during 

Autumn and early Winter is always a pointer towards the festive season.  

They are looked upon as very cute, but that is far from the truth when another 

robin enters its territory, as that is where its aggression really comes out.  

They love to nest in small gaps in walls and trees and have even been known 

to raise their two batches a year of young in watering cans, plant pots and 

even old boots.  Their high-pitched warbling song is amongst the first one 

hears in the summer ‘dawn chorus’.  The robin has featured in a hymn.  It was 

written by Edith Sanford Tillotson and the music was by Samuel W. Beazley.  

It was called ‘The Robin’s Song’.  The tune is called ‘The robin is singing way up in the tree’.  It was mainly 

written as a children’s hymn.  It was incorporated into three hymnary’s but is rarely, if ever, heard now. 

 



Legend of Robin Red Breast 

 When Jesus was hanging on the cross, a plain brown robin happened by and saw how much He suffered 

because of the nails in His hands and feet. 

 The robin felt sorry for Him.  It flew to one of His hands and began trying to pull the nail loose.  He tried 

and tried, but it was a large spike driven deep into the wood. 

 It was some sight to see, this small bird trying so hard to do what everyone knew was impossible.  Those 

who were heckling Jesus started to make fun of the robin, too.  They pointed at him and made jokes. 

 But the more they laughed the harder the robin tried, pulling and straining for a long time until, 

exhausted, he fell to the ground and lay there with his eyes closed, unable to fly or even stand.  Soon, Jesus 

writhed no more.  He was dead.  And the robin, so they thought, was dead, too. 

 When the robin awoke, all was quiet.  He looked down at his breast and saw that it was crimson with 

the blood of Jesus. 

 From that day on, the robin has borne the mark of mercy on its breast. 

 

*****************************************************************************************

Prayer for the Elderly 

from the Catholic Health Association of the United States 

Gracious God, we ask you to bless especially your children who have grown old. 

When they can no longer care for themselves, 

Send them loving caretakers who appreciate their wisdom and the richness of their experience. 

Send your angels to keep them safe as long as they live, 

And to lead them home to you when their work is done. 

Bless the families of the elderly with insight and good judgement. 

Sen your Holy Spirit to help them make wise decisions, 

And grant them the patience to care for those who once cared for them. 

We pray in the name of Jesus. 

 

 



THIS I WISH 
by Heidi Aungst 

 

May you relish your individuality, 

Living every day as you ~ and only you~ desire. 

 

May you honour your intuition, 

Listening to your innermost self,  

Knowing divine order endures. 

 

May you treasure life’s intricacies, 

Lingering in the details, ever transforming your vision. 

 

May you laugh infectiously, 

Looking for lightness in each moment, 

Cherishing those who laugh with you. 

 

May your spirit shine incandescently, 

Lighting up lives around you, 

Brightening strangers’ days. 

 

May you find love that lasts infinitely, 

Loving inclusively ~ 

And being loved incomparably. 

 

May your education go on into infinity, 

Learning without end. 

 

Amen. 

 

 
 

**************************************************************************************** 

Here is another reflection inspired by African-American Servant of God Thea Bowman.  
It is included in We Are Beloved:  30 Days with Thea Bowman [part of the Great Spiritual Teachers Series]. 

February is African American History Month in the US and this passage really gets at the heart of that culture’s 
spirituality.  



 
 

 
 

  If we are to serve, if we are to care, if we are to minister, we have to get right inside.  And so let us pray:  
Spirit, touch me.  Touch me with your grace.  Touch me with your wisdom.  Touch me with your love so that I 
can help somebody, so that I can serve somebody.  Be the bridge over troubled waters so that I can be the balm 
in Gilead, be the hands of Jesus stretched out to heal.  Children, mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, go!  There 
is a song that will never be sung unless you sing it.  There is a story that will never be told unless you tell it.  
There is a joy that will never be shared unless you bear it.  Go tell the world.  Go preach the Gospel.  Go teach 
the Good News.  God is.  God is Love.  God is with us.  God is in our lives. 

****************************************************************************************** 

A Proposed Constitution for the Catholic Church [Continued] 

Coordinated by the Wijngaards Institute for Catholic Research 

August 2022 

 
This issue we highlight  

Title III: Church Government 
 

 
 

Response to the Constitution Article in the Last Issue: 
 

“I like the ecumenical tone of Title I.  Too often our church holds itself apart from other Christian churches, and 
I don’t think God could possibly be happy about that!    



“I find part of the MEMBERSHIP IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH section confusing.  Part of it seems to hint at a 
problem with infant baptism; part of it doesn’t.  I think it needs some clarification.  I know that being raised as 

a cradle Catholic has been a precious experience to me.  I totally support infant baptism. 
“All people should be welcomed equally by the church.  I like the idea of more lay governance of the church.  I 

do wonder how we will determine where the line is with “…freedom to hold and express opinions which 
contradict current official church teachings…” and which issues will be declared “…not essential for the unity of 
the Church and for their cooperation in its shared mission.”  I have a feeling there will be differing opinions on 
this.  I do know that many Catholics already hold these differing opinions and that many have left the church 

because of them. 
“The Constitution proposes that the requirement for celibate clergy be abolished, and I have long held the 

same view.  It proposes that divorce and remarriage should be allowed within the bounds of the church and I 
agree.  It also wants an end to the church’s ability to dictate and regulate family planning.  Again, in many 

cases, Catholics have already taken the reins here.   
“As all Catholics would be free to exercise any ministry in the church, it also allows for women priests, and I 

fully support this.  It is clear that the ‘crisis of vocations’ would cease to be a reality if we allowed any suitable 
person who wanted to prepare and be ordained as a priest to do so.  If the church barred a Black person or a 

person over the age of 50 from the priesthood, we would howl in outrage.  I fail to see the difference here with 
regard to married men or women.” 

This is a dense and lengthy section.  I confess, it is less readable than our previous sections as it deals with a 

subject that is inherently bureaucratic.  We didn’t write it!  Pour yourself a cuppa before diving in! 

1. General Principles  

1. The Legitimate Exercise of Authority is Mediated by Consent of the Church  

28.  All Catholics are co-responsible for the fulfilment of the Church’s mission, and therefore have an inalienable 
right to participate in its government, either directly or via freely chosen and duly deputed representatives.  The 

Church has a responsibility to protect and promote such a right at every level of its communion.  

29.  For the fulfilment of its mission, the Church is endowed with the powers of governance (or jurisdictional 

power), order (or sacramental power), and teaching.  The power of governance is distinguished as legislative, 

executive, and judicial.  

Those powers are a gift from God, and their legitimate exercise is 

mediated through, and subject to, the consent of the churches on behalf 

of which those powers are exercised.  

 

Such a consent shall have an institutional expression:  

● Ministers exercising legislative power (church representatives) or executive power (church leaders) shall 

be chosen by universal, equal, and secret suffrage, direct or indirect.  

● All ministers are accountable to the community they represent or serve for as long as they are in office.  

● Church ministers exercising the legislative or executive power remain in office only for a limited term, 
recommended to be five years.  

● Church ministers exercising the judicial, sacramental, or teaching power, whether appointed or elected, 

shall have guaranteed tenure until a mandatory retirement age or the expiry of their term of office, 
where such exists.  



Except for the sacramental power of order, all other powers may be exercised by groups or individuals.  

Church ministers to whom the legislative power is delegated are called church representatives; those to whom 

the executive power is delegated are called church leaders; those to whom the judicial power is delegated are 

called ecclesiastical judges.  Ministers selected and appointed by a community to exercise the sacramental 

power of order are called ordained ministers.  

30.  At every level of the Catholic communion, a church has the right, either directly or through freely chosen 

representatives, and compatibly with its belonging to and interdependence with the one, holy, catholic, and 
apostolic church universal, to:  

● Select its ministers exercising the powers of governance, order, or teaching;  

● Interpret the deposit of faith, pass doctrinal decisions, and determine doctrinal standards and the limits 

of permissible theological opinion: including by determining what are matters of opinion and what are 

instead matters about which agreement is essential to preserve cooperation with the other Churches of 
the Catholic Communion.  

In so doing, it shall cooperate closely with, and take into consideration the deliberations of, other 

Christian Churches which belong to the one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church and are engaged in the 

same process of discernment.  

● Determine what its common good is, and how best it should be pursued.  

2. Consent, Reception, and Custom concerning Laws and Doctrines  

31.  Official church laws and doctrines passed by church representatives must reflect the consent of the churches 
or communities to which they apply, and they are to be regarded as valid for as long as they enjoy that consent, 

in agreement with Art. 33 [on tacit consent and subsequent consent].  

32.  Explicit consent occurs via the legislative process, which must include public discussion and agreement by 

a majority of the Church to which they will apply, or a majority of its freely chosen and duly deputed 
representatives.  

Opinions which obtain open, well-known and pervasive support from the majority of Catholic faithful should 

be considered during the legislative process as potentially voicing that “consent of the faithful” (consensus 

fidelium), which is a criterion for determining whether a particular doctrine or practice belongs to the 

apostolic faith.  

33.  Tacit consent and subsequent consent are expressed by means of a process of reception involving open, 

well-known and pervasive belief in and practice of those laws and doctrines. When there is reasonable doubt 

as to whether reception is occurring recourse shall be made to 
independent sociological surveys.  

Lack of such a reception, together with disuse and the formation 

of an open, well-known and pervasive contrary belief or custom 

for thirty continuous and complete years, are grounds for 

abrogation by the competent authority.  

Conversely, unless the competent legislator has specifically 

approved it, a custom contrary to the canon law now in force or 



one beyond a canonical law (praeter legem canonicam) obtains the force of law only if it has been legitimately 

observed for thirty continuous and complete years.  

A contrary custom or law revokes a custom which is contrary to or beyond the law (praeter legem). Unless it 

makes express mention of them, however, a law does not revoke centenary or immemorial customs, nor does 

a universal law revoke particular customs.  

Only that custom introduced by a community of the faithful and approved by the legislator according to the 

norm of the relevant canons has the force of law.  

3. Subsidiarity  

34. The Catholic Church shall at every level of its organisation abide by the principle of subsidiarity, according 

to which a greater and higher association shall not take from lesser and subordinate organizations what they 

can accomplish by their own initiative.  

Each church or decisional level in the church has an inalienable right and responsibility to determine both 

what decisions and actions falls within their competence, and what instead should be decided by delegation 

to, or better accomplished in cooperation with, the higher level.  

Conversely, each higher decisional level may only undertake those decisions and actions which the lower level 

freely delegates to them, and may not impose restrictions on the lower levels as to matters for decision or 

action without their consent.  

In agreement with the principle of subsidiarity the following applies to each church within the Catholic 

communion, with due regard for its belonging to and interdependence with the church universal, and without 

prejudice to the rights of Catholics.  

Autonomy and Interdependence of the Churches  

35.  At every level of the Catholic communion, each church is autonomous in respect 
of its freedom of self-government.  

Each autonomous church is free to order and regulate its affairs through its own 

system of government and canon law. That freedom includes the right to do what 

is affirmed by Art. 30.  

36.  The validity within a church of any ecclesiastical act is governed by the law of that church in which the act 

is performed.  

The exercise within a church of any ecclesiastical function is governed by the law of that church in which the 

function is exercised.  

No church is legally bound by a decision of any ecclesiastical body external to itself, unless that decision is 

authorised under or incorporated into its own law.  

A church may impose by its own law restraints on the exercise of its freedom of self-governance.  

37.  Through the process of tradition, particular churches receive and interpret the biblical witness in different 

ways, and apply it according to the specific circumstances in which they live, while maintaining unity in what is 

essential for cooperation in the shared mission.  



Each autonomous church has the greatest possible liberty to order its life and affairs, appropriate to its people 

in their geographical, economic, social, cultural and historical context.  

Each church and those bodies within it which are competent to do so may develop liturgical texts or other 

forms of service for the public worship of God provided these are consistent with the Word of God and 

Catholic doctrine.  

Mutual Respect Between Churches  

38. A church shall respect the autonomy of each church in the communion of churches of the Catholic Church.  

Each church and its individual members should respect a legislative, executive, judicial or other decision or 

action duly authorised under the law of another church.  

No church, or any authority or person within it, shall intervene in the internal affairs of another church 

without the consent of that other church given in such manner as may be prescribed by its own law.  

It is within the jurisdiction of the main representative assembly of a church to regulate relationships between 

that church and other churches of the communion of churches of the Catholic Church.  

4. Separation of Powers  

39. The legislative, executive, judicial, sacramental, and teaching powers are separated:  

• A person or body holding one of those powers, with the exception of the power of order, shall not 

concomitantly hold any of the others;  
o  Ministers holding any of the powers other than the power of order shall not ordinarily exercise   

the power of order save and except when strictly necessary for the fulfilment of their official 

duties;  
o Ministers holding the power of order shall not ordinarily exercise any of the other powers save 

and except when strictly necessary for the fulfilment of their sacramental responsibilities;  

• Procedures for the selection of candidates to positions exercising the legislative, executive, judicial, 
sacramental, or teaching power must be independent from the other powers.  While they may involve 

church officials exercising any of the other powers, at no step in the selection process can those officials 
be the majority or have power of veto.  

       o  In the case of the elections of ministers exercising the legislative or executive power:  

▪ When those elections occur by direct universal suffrage, ministers exercising either power 
can vote also in the election of ministers exercising the other power;  

▪ When those elections occur by indirect universal suffrage, 
ministers exercising either power can never vote as delegates 

or representatives in the election of ministers exercising the 

other power.  

o In the case of the selection of ministers exercising the judicial power, 

officials exercising any of  
     the other powers can never be a majority of those with voting rights 

or have power of veto.  

• Academic, professional, and other requirements for eligibility to the 
sacramental, judicial, or teaching ministries shall be determined by the members of those ministries 

themselves, either directly or via a representative professional association.  



5. Selection of Church Ministers  

40.  At every level of the Catholic communion, the church has the inalienable right freely to do the following, 

either directly or via freely chosen and duly deputed representatives:  

● Elect ministers exercising legislative power (church representatives), and ministers exercising executive 
power (church leaders), by means of direct or indirect universal suffrage, in accordance with Art. 29;  

● Determine:  

o the relevant academic or professional training and qualifications required of candidates to 

ministries holding the sacramental, judicial, or teaching power, and any other ministry requiring 

specialised knowledge, as needed by their community, without prejudice to Art. 8  

[on non-discrimination], and  

o the independent procedures, including peer-review, to evaluate those qualifications and select 

the best candidates available.  

In addition, at every level of the Catholic communion, each adult Catholic, regardless of race, ethnic, tribal or 

national origin, gender, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, and economic or social condition, has the right 

to:  

● put themselves forward as candidates for, and participate by equal direct or indirect suffrage in the 

selection of, church representatives and church leaders;  

● put themselves forward as candidates for any other church ministry, provided they fulfil the required 

qualifications determined by the church they will serve, in accordance with Art. 16.  

Election of Church Representatives and Church Leaders  

41. The delegation to church representatives and church leaders shall 

occur through free elections by direct or indirect universal suffrage of 

the delegating community.  It is recommended that:  

● at every level of church communion below and including the diocesan, church representatives and 
church leaders be elected directly, i.e. by general suffrage of the church or community they will serve;  

● at every level of church communion above the diocesan, church representatives and church leaders be 

elected indirectly, i.e. by assemblies of freely chosen representatives.  

Without prejudice to Art. 8 [on non-discrimination], a local church may set the criteria for eligibility to the 

ministries of church representative and church leader.  

Elections to the ministries of church representative and church leader shall be free, transparent, and regular.  

The church at every level has a responsibility to protect and promote free elections, by removing the obstacles 

– whether economic, social, or cultural – which, by limiting the freedom and equality of all members, hinder 

their effective participation in those elections.  

To that end, the relevant ecclesial resources must be used to help facilitate the expression of, and debate 

about, candidates and their visions.  

All eligible candidates must be given equal access to the relevant ecclesial resources and platforms without 

favouritism, to facilitate a public discussion and discernment of the best available candidate.  



Candidates should set out their vision for the particular church they wish to represent or lead via ecclesial 

mass media, social media, hustings, etc.  

  

2. Power of Governance  

42. Persons who exercise the power of governance in the church do so on behalf and at the service of the 

delegating church; in agreement with its needs, values and goals; and with regard to its common good and the 

dignity, rights, and gifts of all.  

Persons who exercise the power of governance must not act arbitrarily but give, as appropriate, reasons for 

their decisions.  

Persons who exercise the power of governance must be helped in the financial administration of the goods of 

the church by competent, independent, and honest financial administrators, individually or in groups such as 

Finance Councils.  

Persons who exercise the power of governance are to be a visible sign of unity and should not jeopardise that 

unity or be the cause or focus of division and strife by the exercise of their leadership.  

1. Legislative Power  

43.  The legislative power is the authority to make church laws and policies 

and alter or repeal them, with regard to worship, education, social outreach, 
administration, finances and other activities carried out in the name of the 

Diocese.  

The legitimate exercise of legislative power is mediated through, and 

delegated by, the particular church or community on whose behalf it is 

exercised, and whose consent, values, and goals it must represent.  

Legislative power may be exercised by church representatives, either individually or gathered in 

representative legislative assemblies.  

44.  Whenever legislative decisions require specialised knowledge – e.g. in biblical studies, theology, canon law, 

medicine, psychology, economics, sociology, financial administration, etc. – church representatives, either 
individually or in groups, have a duty to seek and take into account relevant and independent expert advice, 

including by ministers exercising the power of teaching, in agreement with Title IV.  

2. Representative Legislative Assemblies (Councils, Synods)  

45.  At every level of church communion – local, diocesan, national, and universal, or other as warranted – an 
assembly of church representatives must be established – namely a synod, council or other body – which shall 

serve as the principal legislative and decision-making bodies.  

Church officials exercising executive, judicial, sacramental, or teaching power may not be elected members of 

such assemblies, in agreement with Art. 39 [on the separation of powers].  

All members of such assemblies shall have an equal deliberative vote.  Decisions shall be taken by majority 

rule.  No one shall have veto power.  



Scope and Remit of Representative Assemblies  

46.  At every level of church communion, the representative assembly shall bear ultimate responsibility for 

church legislation and policy, particularly on worship, education, social outreach, administration, finances and 

other activities carried out in the name of the Church it represents.  

In order to do so, a representative assembly is the steward of the ecclesiastical goods of the church it 

represents, and so it possesses the authority to decide on their allocation, prioritisation and use.  

It must do so with the help of an independent Finance Council, whose responsibility it is to provide the 

representative assembly with professional financial analysis, in agreement with Art. 94.  

As the primary legislative body of a church, a representative assembly may establish a constitution outlining 

the governance of the particular community or church, including:  

● the composition, jurisdiction, and governing regulations of the legislative, executive and judicial 

branches, without prejudice to Art. 39 [on the separation of powers];  

● the number, manner of election, and term of office of church representatives to the legislative assembly, 

church leaders charged with the executive power, church judges, ministers exercising the power of 
order, and other church ministers;  

● the administrative institutions and bodies which may assist the legislative and executive branches in the 
fulfilment of their responsibilities.  

● how decision-making responsibilities are to be distributed – including, whenever applicable, in relation 

to other decisional levels of church communion in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity;  
● specifying any other church procedure as required.  

 

The constitutions of each level of church life shall preserve the general human and baptismal rights, as well as 

governance and other principles expressed in this constitution.  

47.  A representative legislative assembly is accountable to the church or community they represent.  In line 
with this, it must publish reports at least annually detailing their budget, expenditures, and main actions, with 

the help of the Finance Council.  

Parish  

48.  A parish is a certain community of the Christian faithful stably constituted in 

a particular church.  

A parish is primarily a community of faith – of Catholics praying, sharing the 

Eucharistic meal, and working together to advance God’s Kingdom on earth – 

and not merely an administrative unit within the Church.  

The members of every Parish (or equivalent) shall elect a representative assembly (Parish Council), which shall 

be its principal decision-making body.  

If there is not already a parish body of governing regulations (constitution), the Parish Council shall formulate 

such, to be approved by the Parish, bearing in mind the appropriate regulations of the regional and broader 

communities.  



The Parish Council, either directly or through committees, shall bear ultimate responsibility for Parish policy 

on any activity carried out in the name of the Parish, including social outreach, education, worship, 

administration, and finances.  

Diocese  

49. Every Diocese shall elect a Diocesan Council, which shall be the principal decision-making body of the 

Diocese.  

If there is not already a Diocesan Constitution and/or body of governing regulations, the Diocesan Council shall 

formulate one or both, to be approved by two-thirds of the Parish Councils of the Diocese, bearing in mind the 

appropriate regulations of the national and international communities.  

The Diocesan Council, either directly or through committees or agencies, shall bear ultimate responsibility for 

diocesan policy and regulations on worship, education, social outreach, administration, finances and other 

activities carried out in the name of the Diocese.  

National Church  

50.  Normally the Diocesan Councils of a nation will establish a National Council.  If for reasons of size or other 

constraints certain Diocesan Councils decide that establishing a National Council would not be appropriate for 

them, they shall apply to the General Council for permission to join or establish an appropriate alternative 

superior Council.  The National Council, or its alternative, shall be the principal legislative decision-making 

body of the national Church.  

If there is not already a National Constitution and/or body of governing regulations, the National Council shall 

formulate one or both, to be approved by two-thirds of the Diocesan Councils of the nation, bearing in mind 

the appropriate regulations of the universal Church.  

The National Council, either directly or through committees or agencies, shall bear ultimate responsibility for 

national policy and regulations on worship, education, social outreach, administration, finances and other 

activities carried out in the name of the National Council.  

Multinational Church  

51.  If several National Councils (e.g., of a continent or discrete geographical area, etc.) decide it would be 

helpful to gather formally, they will formulate a multinational body of regulations by which to govern 

themselves, to be approved by the National Councils involved, preserving the basic governance principles 

expressed in this Constitution.  

Universal Church  

52.  The National Councils shall elect every ten years a General Council, which shall 

function as the highest representative legislative assembly of the Catholic Church.  

53.  The General Council shall bear ultimate responsibility for the formulation of the laws 
and regulations governing the universal Church, as well as the establishment of policies 

and regulations concerning doctrine, morals, worship, education, social outreach, administration, finances and 

other activities carried out in the name of the universal Church, without prejudice to the principle of subsidiarity.  



54.  The General Council shall be the final institution for deciding disagreements between its member churches 

concerning the interpretation of the deposit of faith and the determination of doctrinal standards, the limits of 

permissible theological opinion, and what are the matters essential for the maintenance of unity and 

cooperation in the shared mission of the churches of the Catholic Communion, and between the latter and other 

Christian Churches.  

55.  As an instrument of its autonomous member churches, and in agreement with the principle of subsidiarity, 
the General Council may only take action in matters committed to it by the national or international churches.  

It may act on behalf of one or more churches in such specific tasks as they commit to it.  It may ask individual 

member churches to assume tasks on behalf of the entire Communion.  

56.  The General Council determines the remit and scope of any instrumentality it sets up to implement its laws, 

regulations and policies, including the Curia of the Catholic Communion.  

57.  The General Council shall be representative of all Catholics, in a way proportional to the number of 

registered Catholics in each National Church, to be determined by an independent international committee.  

It is recommended that:  

• its membership be approximately 500;  

• countries with a smaller number of Catholics than required for at least one delegate shall join 

together into larger units;  

• its members be elected in staggered fashion for ten-year terms;  

• it meet at least once a year.  

58.  If there is not already a General Council Constitution and/or body of governing regulations, the first General 

Council shall formulate one or both, to be approved by two-thirds of the National Councils, preserving the basic 
governance principles expressed in this Constitution.  

59.  The General Council shall be responsible for organising:  

• the election of its members;  

• the election of the Pope by a dedicated Papal Electoral Council comprising delegates from           

all National Councils.  

To that end the General Council should establish appropriate independent commissions.  

3. Executive Power  

60.  The executive and administrative power (executive power) enacts the laws and policies set by the legislative 

power.  

The executive power is only permitted to enact those laws and regulations which have been duly passed by 

the legislative power; it is never permitted to act outside or beyond the scope of what has been legislated.  

The legitimate exercise of executive power is mediated through, and delegated by, the particular church or 

community on whose behalf it is exercised, and whose consent, values, and goals it must represent.  

Executive power may be exercised by representative individuals or groups.  



61.  Whenever executive decisions require specialised knowledge – e.g. in biblical studies, theology, canon law, 

medicine, psychology, economics, sociology, etc. – church leaders, either individually or in groups, have a duty 

to seek and take into account relevant and independent expert advice, including by ministers exercising the 

power of teaching, in agreement with Title IV.  

The Office of the Pope and the Curia of the Catholic Communion  

62.  The Pope shall exercise the executive and administrative power at the 
service of the Catholic Church.  

As such, and in agreement with Art. 42, the Pope is responsible for enacting the laws and regulations duly 

passed by the General Council; it is never permitted to act outside or beyond the scope of what has been 

legislated.  

63.  The Pope shall exercise their functions with the assistance of the Curia of the Catholic Communion and 

other appropriate instrumentalities.  

In agreement with Art. 8 and Art. 40, any suitably qualified member of the Church shall be eligible to 

participate in, and lead, any department of the Curia of the Catholic Communion.  

64.  As instruments of its autonomous member churches, and in agreement with the principle of subsidiarity, 

the Pope and the Curia of the Catholic Communion may only take action in matters committed to them by the 

member churches, either directly or through the General Council.  They may act on behalf of one or more 
churches in such specific tasks as they commit to it.  They may ask individual member churches to assume tasks 

on behalf of the entire Catholic Church.  

65.  In agreement with art. 39, the Pope and the Curia of the Catholic Communion shall only exercise the 

executive power, and shall not ordinarily exercise the legislative, judicial, sacramental, or teaching powers.  

66.  The Pope shall be a sign of unity of the Catholic Church.  Like any other church leader, the Pope should not 

jeopardise such unity or be the cause or focus of division and strife by the exercise of their leadership: instead, 
they should represent and give voice to the consent of the Church as expressed by the General Council.  

67.  In agreement with Art. 29 and 40, the Pope shall be elected by indirect universal suffrage for a single non-
renewable ten-year term by Delegates selected by the National Councils, gathered in the Papal Electoral College.  

• The number of Delegates from National Councils to the Papal Electoral Council shall be proportional to 
the number of registered Catholics in a nation, to be determined by an appropriate international 

committee.  

The Delegates shall be chosen as representatively as possible. 

 

Next Issue:  Title IV: Power of Teaching 
Again, please share your thoughts about anything you read here or the very idea of a constitution for the 

church.  The identity of contributors will be kept confidential. 
 
 



 

Reflection from the Jesuit Conference of Canada and the United States 
3rd August 2022 

 

Drop (Spiritual) Anchors 

          I remember that first Sunday Mass we attended in person after so many months 
of YouTube prayers said in pajamas on our couch.  It was actually the first Sunday Mass 
we ever attended as a family of four, our youngest having been born in the early days 
of the pandemic.  We didn’t know what to expect, how the girls would behave. 
 

          It was chaos.  
 

          We passed colouring pages and crayons and snacks and board books and stuffed 
animals and little figurines of Sesame Street characters up and down the pew for 

about an hour.  I don’t know what the readings of the day were; I don’t know what the message of the 
homily was.  I assume both consisted of sounds that made up words that made up sentences that 
culminated in the persistent background noise that I kept trying to focus my split attention on. 
 

          Mediocre success at best. 
 

          But what I do remember distinctly – and I said it then, you can ask my wife – is this: I didn’t realize 
how much I missed the prayers that make up the Mass.  Those I could say, I could tune into it, even when 
scooping coloured pencils out from under the kneeler and negotiating a whispered peace over a Sesame 
Street character swap. 
 

          Those prayers that we so often mumble our way through, that we might be tempted to dub filler in 
an hour packed with songs and Scripture and the source and summit of our faith.  Lord have mercy, Christ 
have mercy… Mumble, mumble, mumble. 
 

          No – in that moment, I realized that these prayers weren’t just the audible connective tissue 
between one part of the Mass and the next, these words were holy anchors.  And for me, in that moment, 
they were holding me fast in the spiritual turmoil of that liturgical experience. 
 

          I look at them – say them – differently now, even if I still fall back into mumbled words and distracted 
focus.  Together, in community, they hold us fast, guide us forward.  Like heavy, solid hiking boots that 
keep us steadfast and balanced as we traverse a majestic mountainside.  How tempting it is to get lost 
looking over the edge! 
 

          Spiritual anchors, though, are necessary not just in our Sunday prayer but in the liturgical ebbs and 
flows of our life, our day-to-day living out of our vocation as people of God. 
 

          I wonder what the equivalent of filler words are in your life.  Is there something you do each day 
that feels obligatory, uninspiring, monotonous?  Perhaps it’s a daily task or tedious commute or even 
some aspect of your own prayer practice.  Now, I wonder if, rather than mumble your way through 
whatever that thing is, what if you really sank into it?  What if you looked at this routine as a spiritual 
anchor point, something that God is using to help you hold steady amidst the chaos of everyday living? 
  
         Might you see it differently?  And what is God inviting you to see as a result?  

     In God’s Peace, 
     Eric Clayton, Deputy Director of Communication, Jesuit Conference for Canada and the United States  



Raymond Daley always keeps us in the know regarding the work of the St. Vincent de Paul Society, and this 

issue’s article contains a wonderful story of help and hope. 

 

 We’ve all heard it said that one good deed deserves another, and this is very much 

the case with SVP.  Many of those who receive support and advice from the 

Society then go on to become volunteers or supporters of the SVP.   

Here is just one example of what we do across England and Wales: 

Muriel and Sarah’s story 

Muriel and her daughter Sarah were given just eight days to move out of 

emergency accommodation where they had spent six months after a prohibition order had resulted in the loss 

of their home.  Anxious and overwhelmed by their situation, Sarah ~ who suffers with MS and poor mobility ~ 

and Muriel ~ who is in constant pain from a curvature of the spine ~ needed urgent help to move to a permanent 

bungalow. 

The SVP Conference responded by appraising the bungalow and finding it hazardous and unfit for occupancy, 

especially for individuals over 50 and 80 with serious health conditions.  SVP members were able to push back 

the move-in date by a week giving them time to turn the bungalow into a home. 

Donations of furniture and generous financial support funded the installation of new flooring, while members 

dealt with faults and the necessary DIY the house needed.  Through a coordinated effort, the SVP got the home 

ready for its new occupants. 

SVP Conference member Tricia said: “It’s been a fantastic example of SVP networking.  Without the help of our 

brothers and sisters working together we could not have achieved this amazing result.” 

Muriel and Sarah moved in two weeks after the initial request for help was made to the SVP.  Sarah said: “SVP 

members really live their faith, not just by going to church, but by what they do.” 

In true Vincentian spirit, the Warrington Conference remains in touch with Sarah, who is now able to 

concentrate on regular physiotherapy.  It has been a long nine months for Sarah and her mother, but they can 

finally look to the future with hope and confidence. 

The friendship offered by SVP members now inspires Sarah and her mother to give back.  Sarah recently said: 

“Please let us help you to help others.  You were all so wonderful and saved us at a most critical point.” 

Meanwhile, here in Kendal, our SVP have provided furniture, household items, a fridge freezer and washing 

machine to those in need during the past month.  We continue to provide transport to church, support and 

befriending for local people on an ongoing basis, but really, we would like to do so much more, as there is 

increasing need out there. 

In Kendal, we need more volunteers to help us in our work.  Please could you think seriously about helping us? 

Please contact Fr. Hugh or myself for further information and to get involved.  We’d love to hear from you. 

Email: Kendalcatholicchurch@gmail.com   Raymond Daley raymondd@svp.org.uk         

01539 720063                                                                                            07462014088 

mailto:Kendalcatholicchurch@gmail.com
mailto:raymondd@svp.org.uk


 
 

“If you are to follow me, you must become like little children.” 
 

*********************************************************** 
 

In this issue’s “Castaway,” Fr. Hugh chose as his Girl Friday Servant of God Dorothy Day.  In my US parish, we 
have a mural entitled “That All May Be One” which features portraits of everyone from Martin Luther King to 
Gandhi to Anwar Sadat.  Dorothy is there as well.  She was a great inspiration to our pastor emeritus and to 

many who believe in faith in action.  Good pick, Fr. Hugh!  We are pleased to include the following two items to 
shine a light on… 

 

The Legacy of Dorothy Day 
by Robert Ellsberg 

Excerpted from a speech given November 29, 2020 
in “The Daily Worker” October-November 2022 

 
Many people associate Dorothy with dramatic actions on the public stage ~ walking on picket lines; 

refusing to take shelter during compulsory civil defense drills during the 1950’s, resulting in regular stints in jail; 

standing beside young men who were burning their draft cards during the Vietnam War; or being arrested for 

the last time, at the age of 75, when she picketed with the United Farm Workers in California…. 

Of course, we also associate Dorothy with the daily work of The Catholic Worker; putting out a 

newspaper, living among the poor, practicing the Works of Mercy ~ feeding the hungry, sheltering the homeless, 

comforting the sorrowful and afflicted. 

But reading and editing her diaries showed me that those activities were only the public face of a life 

that was mostly spent ~ as it is for all great souls, as well as the rest of us ~ in very ordinary and undramatic 

activities.  And it was especially in that realm of ordinary daily life that she expressed her spirituality and found 

her path to holiness. 

In this she was particularly inspired by a favorite saint, Therese of Lisieux, who taught what she called 

the Little Way ~ the idea that our ordinary duties and encounters, expressed in a spirit of love, and in the 

presence of God, were actually the principal arena for holiness.  This is the way it was for 

Dorothy ~ the daily exercise of patience, forgiveness, generosity and unselfishness, the 

struggle to curb her anger and her tendency to judgement ~ that was the real crucible of 

her holiness…. 

In the spiritual discipline of daily life, she found the courage and strength to 

demonstrate her faith in the public sphere.  And, of course, she believed in the social 

implications of Therese’s Little Way ~ the power os small gestures; the protests we make 



or fail to make; looking foolish by standing on a street corner with a sign for Peace; refusing to take shelter 

during a civil defense raid.  These were the loaves and fishes; we could only offer the little faith and courage and 

hope that we possess and trust that God would make the increase.  That is the way it is with saints; it is the 

struggle to be faithful in small things that prepares the way of faithfulness in large matters…. 

For Dorothy, all of life was a school of charity and gratitude: “There is desperate suffering with no 

prospect of relief.  But we would be contributing to the misery and desperation of the world if we failed to 

rejoice in the sun, the moon and the stars, in the rivers which surround this island on which we live, in the cool 

breezes of the bay, in what food we have and in the benefactors God sends us.” 

She had a great spirit of adventure.  She was always ready for something new ~ whether starting a house 

of hospitality for women, or standing u to the IRS [Internal Revenue Service which collects taxes in the US ~ CB] 

when they took her to task for refusing to pay federal income taxes for war.  When an exasperated IRS agent 

asked her to estimate how much she owed in taxes, she replied, “Why don’t you just tell me what you think I 

owe, and then I just won’t pay it.” 

Regardless of how old she became, the was always a youthfulness to her.  She loved the idealism and 

energy of young people, and what she called “their instinct for the heroic.” 

She loved conversation around the kitchen table and sharing stories from her 

long life in the Church and the radical movement.  The Long Loneliness ends with a 

medication where she says “we were just sitting around talking” when everything 

happened ~ when Peter Maurin came in; when lines of people began to form; when 

someone said, “Let’s all go and live on a farm.”  She says, “It was as casual as all that, 

I often think.  It just came about.  It just happened.” 

That is one of the things you had to experience for yourself, being around 

Dorothy.  The unexpected things that could begin in a conversation as you just sat 

around talking ~ the way that history or your own life could suddenly take a turn as 

you were just sitting around the kitchen table over a cup of coffee or a bowl of soup. 

And she herself was always ready to be inspired and renewed.  In her diary she 

wrote, “No matter how old I get… no matter how feeble, short of breath, incapable of walking more than a few 

blocks… with all of these symptoms of age and decrepitude, my heart can still leap for joy as I read and suddenly 

assent to some great truth enunciated by some great mind and heart.” 

And that leads me to one last thing ~ and this comes as a surprise to many people who only know her 

through her dour image in photographs ~ and that is how much fun it was to be with her.  She had a tremendous 

sense of humour, and a youthful laugh….  When you were with Dorothy you felt that you wanted to be a better 

person ~ and that you could be a better person ~ and that it would be tremendous fun and a great adventure 

to be a better person…. 

Dorothy modeled a new form of holiness by joining the practice of charity with the struggle for justice.  

As a young person she recognised this need for a new kind of saintliness when she asked, “Where were the 

saints to change the social order, not just to minister to the slaves but to do away with slavery?”  It is a question 

she answered with her own life.  Because of Dorothy, we would not have to ask where were the saints to change 

the social order…. 

And she did all this as a lay person, as a woman, whose conversion was prompted by the experience of 

pregnancy. who had experienced the joys and anguish of family life. and the struggles of maintaining a large and 

raucous community….  In words that speak to this moment, Dorothy concluded her memoir:  “We have all 



known the long loneliness, and we have learned that the only solution is love, and that love comes with 

community.  It all happened while we sat there talking, and it is still going on.” 

****** 

“What we would like to do is change the world ~ make it a little simpler for people to 

feed, clothe and shelter themselves as God intended them to do.  And to a certain 

extent, by fighting for better conditions, by crying out unceasingly for the rights of 

the workers, of the poor, of the destitute ~ the rights of the worthy and the 

unworthy poor in other words, we can to a certain extent change the world; we can 

work for the oasis, the little cell of joy and peace in a harried world.  We can throw 

our pebble in the pond and be confident that its ever-widening circle will reach 

around the world…. 

We repeat there is nothing that we can do but love, and dear God please enlarge our hearts to love each 

other, to love our neighbour, to love our enemy as well as our friend.” 

 

Dorothy Day quoted in Love Is the Measure: A Biography of Dorothy Day by Jim Forest 

 

************************************************************************************** 

 

From “Walking in Grace: Daily Devotions to Draw You Closer to God” 
published by Guideposts 

 
“I am with you always.”  Matthew 28:20 

 

 I was sitting on the floor watching my seven-month-old granddaughter, Charley, play, when Jesus’s 

words from Matthew 28:20 came to mind.  For two weeks I’d had the gift of babysitting her while our daughter 

and son-in-law were at work.  I wouldn’t have traded that time for anything. 

 Yet I was feeling exhausted.  It had been a long time since I’d had daily responsibility for an infant.  I was 

getting renewed insight into what the commitment “I am with you always” means. 

 I love Charley and would never leave her alone, even for a minute ~ so many dangerous temptations 

surrounded this delightful little girl, who could roll and pull herself across the room in a minute and who, if given 

the chance, would put anything and everything into her mouth. 

 Similarly, God’s assurance of His constant presence has forever been my comfort.  But had I ever thought 

about how deeply He must love me ~ and each of us ~ to willingly promise to care for us every hour of every 

day?  It’s not like He doesn’t have anything else to do.  He has the entire world under His care!  Have I ever fully 

appreciated what God’s promise ~ that He is always with each of us ~ means? 

 I choose to be with Charley.  I want to protect her and meet her needs.  And when she lets me know she 

wants me there and turns to me in joy, it makes my day.  Isn’t that how God must feel? 

Dear Lord, the thought that You choose to be with me and each of your children, every minute of every day, is 

astounding. May I continually turn to You, not only in need but also in joy, for that is what You give. 

Kim Taylor Henry 



 
 

This is a study of the Beatitudes contained in the Gospels of Matthew (5:3-12) and Luke (6:20-26).  

The differences in the wording can be found confusing, and injunctions they contain can seem daunting. 

Luke in particular can seem unattainable.  However, “The beatitudes are ... a source of perennial inspiration, 

because the One who proclaimed them is risen and alive” (in chapter 2).  

The eight chapters are a collection of meditations given in the presence of the late Pope Benedict XVI 

during Advent 2006 and Lent 2007.  Fr. Cantalamessa is the preacher to the pontifical household, a former 

professor of the history of early Christianity, head of the Department of Religious Studies at the Catholic 

University of Milan, and is a member of the International Theological Commission.  This is, and as are his other 

books, written in an easily accessible language.  One might say he ‘wears his learning lightly’.  

Being a scholar, there are copious helpful footnotes on sources in the last 9 pages.  As an example of Fr. 

Cantalamessa’s illuminating, accessible and inspiring writing, take chapter 5, Blessed Are the Merciful, for They 

Shall Obtain Mercy.  It has 6 sections under the headings The Mercy of Christ, A God Who Delights in Showing 

Mercy, Our Mercy: Cause or Effect of God’s Mercy, Experiencing God’s Mercy, A Church “Rich in Mercy” and 

“Put on....Compassion”.  

An extract as illustration (see page 76): “The oil that we need to pour into the gears of life consists above 

all in kind words.  The apostle exhorted the Ephesians this way about it: “Let no evil talk come out of your 

mouths, but only such as is good for edifying, as fits the occasion, (in other words, not flattery!), that it may 

impart grace to those who hear” (Ephesians 4:29).  A kind word – a positive word of encouragement or praise – 

is a balm, especially in a family situation.  Mercy towards one another should be the most natural sentiment for 

human beings.  The poet Charles Péguy puts these words in God’s mouth:  

“Charity,” said God, “does not surprise Me.”  

 

Published by Servant, an imprint of Franciscan Media, Cincinnati 

www.FranciscanMedia.org or any good local bookshop  

ISBN 978-0-86716-922-5 

****************************************************************************************** 

“Yes, the disciples followed Jesus... but not on Twitter.                                “I downloaded them from a cloud.” 

 
 

 
 

 



Merton Corner 
 

Lord, I have not lived like a contemplative.  The first essential is missing.  I only say I trust 
You.  My actions prove that the one I trust is myself ~ and that I am still afraid of You. 

 
Take my life into Your hands at last and do whatever you want with it.  I give myself to 
your love and mean to keep on giving myself to Your love ~ rejecting neither the hard 
things nor the pleasant things You have arranged for me.  It is enough for me that You 

have glory.  Everything You have planned is good.  It is all love. 
 

The way You have laid open for me is an easy way, compared with the hard way of my own will which leads 
back to Egypt. and to bricks without straw.  If You allow people to praise me, I will worry even less, but be 
glad.  If You send me work, I will embrace it with joy and it will be rest to me, because it is Your will.  And if 

You send me rest, I will rest in You. 
 

Only save me from myself.  Save me from my own private, poisonous urge to change everything, to act 
without reason, to move for movement’s sake, to unsettle everything You have ordained.  Let me rest in Your 
will and be silent.  Then the light of Your joy will warm my life.  Its fire will burn in my heart and shine for Your 

glory.  This is what I live for.  Amen, amen. 
 

Thomas Merton in The Sign of Jonas 
 

**************************************************************************************** 
 

Our Lady Queen of Peace  

 Mary is traditionally honored as the “Holy Mother of God,” but she is also often 

referred to as “Our Lady Queen of Peace.”  Over the years, several popes have 

stressed the importance of this title. 

 At the time of the Marian apparitions in Fatima, (during which Mary – the 

mother of the Prince of Peace – asked the world to pray for peace), Benedict XV 

was pope.  On 5th May, 1917, in the devastating wake of World War I, Benedict 

added the invocation, “Queen of Peace, pray for us,” to the Litany of Loreto. 

 On 31st October, 1942, Pope Pius XII called for a prayer crusade to the Queen of 

Peace.  Many recent papal encyclicals also ask Mary to intercede for peace. 

****************************************************************************************** 
I remember today, Lord, all those who have helped me to know you better. I offer thanks for their witness, 

and ask you to fill them still further with your gifts.       

Paul Nicholson SJ 

 



 

 



 

 


